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Abstract: This study investigates the feasibility of uti-
lising common composite material layup techniques in
ship propeller blade design to achieve an automatic pitch
adjustment through bending-induced twist deformation.
A comprehensive design approach, including various reinfor-
cement materials and arrangements, was employed to attain
the desired foil pitching, while minimising other undesirable
deformation modes. The design process involved iterative
computational analysis using finite element analysis and a
deformation mode analysis based on foil shape parameters.
The research showed that the proposed design approach
effectively found options to improve the desired foil parameter
pitch, while minimising undesirable deformation modes such
as blade deflection and foil shape change. Furthermore, the
proposed blade design was tested in thruster steering opera-
tional conditions and was found to have a pitch change well
matched, potentially countering some changes in fluid flow.
When compared to Kumar and Wurm’s design, which only
focused on the angular orientation of glass reinforcement, the
proposed design was found to outperform the twisting by
achieving the same twist for a blade half the length. This
study provides valuable insights into the utilisation of com-
posite materials in ship propeller design and highlights the
potential for further improvement through a composite engi-
neering design approach.

Keywords: composites, propeller blades, bend-twist cou-
pling, design optimisation

1 Introduction

Having reliable and efficient propeller systems is vital for
keeping ships operational, reducing the energy needed to
manoeuvre a ship, and reducing operating costs and the
environmental footprint. Today, solid, rigid propellers in
metal are the norm on large ships. They usually show
negligible deformations when loaded and are generally
assumed to behave as rigid components during opera-
tions. Consequently, the geometric shape of the propeller
is the main factor when designing metal propellers for
hydrodynamic performance [1].

An alternative approach to propeller design is flex-
ible self-pitching or passive adaptive propeller blades
that automatically adjust to a more optimal shape under
certain operating conditions. The adjustment of the pro-
peller blade functions similar to twisting the blade pitch
like in traditional controllable pitch propellers, which
have high efficiency in a broader range of ship speeds
and loading conditions compared to fixed pitch propel-
lers [2]. As the pitch change in passive adaptive blades is
an instantaneous material response to the operational
loads, no active control is required.

A bending-induced twist deformation (commonly called
bend-twist coupled deformation) is the desired deformation
response in a passive adaptive pitching propeller blade
[3–10]. Researchers have previously designed bend-twist
deformation into foil structures using fibre-reinforced plastic
(FRP) composite materials to function as an immediate
pitch adjustment that mitigates periodic load variations
[4–6,8–19]. It is the anisotropic nature of FRP that allows
for designing a bending-induced twist deformation through
FRP laminate layup orientation and tailoring, sometimes
with computational optimisation [3,7,9,10].
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In composite prototyping, composite tailoring for fluid
elastic propellers has been around in literature since at least
the 1970s, but earlier published (or even unpublished) pro-
totypes might exist [16,20]. The marine composite propeller
field rejuvenated composite propellers with 1-way, and later
2-way, fluid–structure interaction (FSI) modelling during
the period 1990–2000 [9,10,21]. Optimisation of layup’s
ply orientation for composite propeller was shown around
the same time [7]. However, while being a remarkable feat,
optimisation can only be done within the considered para-
meters, and how one can arrange various reinforcements to
make a composite propeller is mainly limited by the mate-
rials, blade geometry, imagination, and manufacturability.
In recent years, publications on tidal turbines, wind tur-
bines, and marine propellers with bend-twist have been
numerous towards composite blade shapes and material
layups for improved performance [2–6,8,12,15,18,19,22–34].
Works on experimental verification of 2-way FSI analyses
are also being published, rooting these publications in reality
[12,35,36].

Several of the research teams that worked on FRP
marine propeller blade designs with bend-twist deforma-
tion approached with high competence within modelling
fluid mechanics. The two most common FRP materials,
glass and carbon fibre, have been used for composite
material layup designs, separately but also together in
hybrid composite designs [17,37]. However, when it comes
to the structural build-up of the propeller, this has mostly
limited the composite material design for bend-twist in
propeller blade designs to laminate coupling from ply
orientation in the foil skins. In other flexing foil designs,
like wind turbine blade wings, it is common to use a sub-
structure system of stiffeners, ribs, and spars to reinforce
and guide or limit deformation.

Simultaneously, most publications on marine propel-
lers focus on propeller designs with different diameters,
geometries with large skew, various blades, and different
expected blade loads during operation, making it chal-
lenging to extract universal design rules for composite
prototyping. As this work aims to approach propeller
design from a composite engineering perspective, evalu-
ating propeller performance with 2-way FSI was out of
scope. Instead, this study applied loading by pressure
distributions from a one-way FSI analysis and focused
on how different build-up materials and the composition
of these to construct the blade influenced the character-
istics of the blade deformation under these loads. While
blade performance might be the ultimate goal, several
other factors are essential for the design performance.
Some of these are the blade’s fluid-dynamic geometry,
the material’s properties and arrangement composition,

and how the blade’s fluid-dynamic geometry changes
under load. This geometry change, i.e. deformation, is
focused on in this study. The assumption is that finding
a design that shows an elastic response with a significant
initial bend-twist might be a good design in general.

The assumption is supported by investigations and
simulations showing that the difference in blade deflection
deformation between a 1-way FSI analysis and a 2-way FSI
analysis with a steady state is often less than 20% but
could presumably bemore significant if a better bend-twist
property is designed [3,12,36].

This study explores what bend-twist deformation
properties can be achieved in a relatively small ship pro-
peller blade (as it goes on a thruster) using strategically
placed stiffeners or patches and a glass and carbon hybrid
composite layup tailoring. The study is applied in an engi-
neering challengewith azimuth thrusters to solve a specific
engineering task: Dimension the twisting in a bend-twist
propeller blade to counter the inflowchangeat blade radius
0.9 when the thruster is turned for steering from a cruising
scenario. The dimensioned pitch change cause the load
variation to mitigate and might cause the noise profile
from the propeller to be reduced [38].

The focus of this study is to explore how bend-
twisting deformation can be introduced into blades using
the unique characteristics of composite materials. The
study is limited to investigating the response of the
blades to the initial load case. Effects due to FSIs will
need to be added when designing a realistic commercial
propeller blade. However, the methods described here,
how to best arrange the composite material to trigger
bend-twisting effect, will remain the same. The approach
to the design process applied in the study is illustrated in
Figure 1.

2 Background

Carlton states that the propulsion efficiency of a propeller
is related to the angle of attack (α) of the foils in the
propeller blades [11], propeller blade foils and α are
shown in Figure 2. α is defined as the difference between
the pitch angle of the foil (θ) and the apparent angle of the
fluid flow (ϕ), as shown in Figure 2 and equation (1).

= −α θ ϕ (1)

The propeller blade foils have an optimum α, where the
reaction force provides the best possible contribution to
the vessel’s propulsion. θ is the angle between the plane
of rotation and the chord line in the propeller blade foil
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profile. ϕ is based on operation conditions and is deter-
mined as the angle between the vector Va, a combination
of relative inflow velocity, U∞, and the rotational velo-
city, rω, also shown in Figure 2.

Propellers operating in asymmetric flow conditions
commonly cause local variations in ϕ and α on the dif-
ferent propeller blades. For example, when a propeller
blade revolves in an asymmetric flow, ϕ and α can vary

Figure 1: A flowchart illustrating the approach for making bend-twist propeller blades from a mechanical engineering point of view, focusing
on which design choices contribute to desirable elastic response in the blades.

Figure 2: Illustration showing a propeller system and propeller blade foils. α is the difference between θ and φ. The foil chord line is used to
measure θ. The mean camber line, the mid-line between the two propeller surfaces, is used to describe the shape of the foil and to monitor
the foil profile’s shape.
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periodically with each rotation, causing a periodic load
variation. One cause of such periodic load variations, and
the scenario in focus in this work, occurs when the pro-
peller is mounted on a thruster rotated to alter the ves-
sel’s heading. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 3. In
this scenario, the propeller blades are exposed to a
smaller ϕ, giving a larger α, when they are on the outer
side of the turn and opposite on the inside. As, generally,
the α of a foil increases, the resultant lift force increases
[39], this variation in α causes a higher load on the blades
when they are on the outer side than the inner side, giving
a periodic load variation throughout every rotation.

The variation in α could be countered by adjusting the
pitch angle throughout each revolution. Changing the pitch
at the blade’s root with amechanism, like in the controllable
pitch propellers, during each rotation is, in principle, pos-
sible. However, the mechanism might wear out quickly as
ship propeller blades usually rotate several times per second.
Therefore, propeller blades that automatically change pitch
from the loading conditions due to their structural andmate-
rial composition may be a better solution.

2.1 Deformation in passive adaptive
propeller blades

The target deformation must be defined to evaluate dif-
ferent design choices towards a proposed design. It was
decided to keep α constant throughout the propeller rotation

as this should mitigate the load variation. As equation (1)
only examines a steady state, the derivative of the equation
is taken to explore the changes. As seen in equation (2), the
angle of attack becomes equal to the pitch changeminus the
apparent angle change.

= −α θ ϕ̇ ̇ ̇ (2)

The change in the angle of attack equals the negative
change in the apparent angle in a rigid propeller without
pitch change. If the relative inflow velocity, shown in
Figure 2, would increase for a given rotational velocity,
the apparent angle ϕ increases, causing α to decrease. To
maintain a constant α, such an increase in the relative
inflow velocity would require a positive blade pitch change.
Based on the same reasoning, the blade should show a
negative pitch change towards a flatter pitch when the rela-
tive rotational velocity increases. The negative pitch change
would cause the lift force coefficient to decrease as the blade
is loaded, which causes a shed-off at higher loads. When
the load on the blade decreases, the blade changes back to a
more aggressive pitch. The effect can be considered a pas-
sive control of the blade deformation during operation.

While the pitch change was the sought-after effect in
the blade, it was expected that other deformation modes
would appear as the propeller blade deforms. For example,
an expected but undesired side effect of deformation is
the change in the foil’s shape, which can cause a change
in the hydrodynamic characteristics. Another secondary
deformation mode is the bending deflection in the pro-
peller blade. While bending deflection is necessary to get

Figure 3: When the thruster is rotated to a steering angle to change the vessel’s heading, it causes an asymmetric load on the blades. The
diagram on the right shows how the asymmetric flow causes the vector that creates the apparent angle Va and, therefore, ϕ, depending on
the blade position. Note: the rotational out-of-plane components are directed towards the propeller centre in the figure to make the velocity
triangle visible in a 2D perspective.
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a twist from a bending-induced twist mechanism, large
deflections may cause high strains that could initiate
failure mechanisms in the propeller blade.

Thus, the goal was to find design options that change
the desired pitch angle while avoiding foil shape changes
and excessive bending deflection. A method to quantita-
tively keep track of the wanted and unwanted deforma-
tion modes in the blade is essential when investigating
the deformation of the propeller blades. It is described in
Section 2.4.

2.2 Designing FRP propeller blade with
bend-twist coupling

While metal propellers are usually cast as solid blades, the
FRP propeller blades were designed as laminated shells
typical for composites. Making the propeller as a hollow
structure simplifies the design and production issues, but
it overlooks possible augmentation of blade deformation
through internal substructures, such as spars and ribs.

Previous researchers’works on passive adaption inmarine
propeller blades have found good bend-twist example layups
based on iterative optimisation methods described as generic
algorithms [2,3]. These methods iterate possible laminate
layups by varying the fibre orientation angles and the
number of plies to find the best-considered layup arrange-
ment within the boundaries assigned.

The work presented here investigated two laminate
tailoring strategies for the FRP layup of the propeller
blade: local stiffening patches at different places and varying
orientations for unidirectional surface plies. Many possible
design choices in these strategies were investigated using a
systematic computerised approach to mass-produce design
choices and identify good choices. An example design that
combines aspects from promising design options is pro-
posed to verify that the selected design choices contribute
towards the desired deformation in a more realistic design.
The investigated layup strategies and the screening of the
design choices for the desired deformation are described in
Section 2.3. The example layup for a passive adaptive pro-
peller blade with the desired pitching deformation is pro-
vided in Section 3.2.

2.3 Operation scenarios and load cases on
the propeller blades

The loading condition causing the deformation must be
given to design a desired pitching deformation in the
blades. Two manoeuvring scenarios for a ship with a
propeller mounted on a thruster were considered. In the
first scenario, the thruster was aligned with the vessel’s
heading to cruise at a constant velocity. In the second
scenario, the thruster was rotated to an 8° steering angle
relative to the vessel’s travel direction to change the
heading, as shown in Figure 3, giving a periodic load var-
iation. The RPM is normalised to 1 in the first scenario and
0.96 for the other. In both scenarios, the vessel speed is the
same. The vessel’s wake is neglected in the flow field ana-
lysis as the wake depends on the type of vessel considered.
When simulating the first scenario, the blades are found to
be similarly loaded.

In the second scenario, the blade exposed to the
minimum periodic load is similarly loaded as the propeller
blades exposed to cruising load. However, the blade load
increases by more than 60% when the blade is exposed to
themaximum periodic load. The diagram in Figure 3 shows
how a turned thruster creates the flow vectors Va,top and
Va,bottom, which cause variations in ϕ and α and load.

From the two operating scenarios, four different load
cases emerge to be interesting, as shown in Table 1. First,
the unloaded and cruising load cases were used to inves-
tigate how different layup arrangements affect the defor-
mation. The second scenario and load cases with minimum
and maximum periodic loads were used when designing
the example layup.

The difference in apparent angle in theminimum per-
iodic load and the maximum periodic load in the periodic
load variation scenario is shown in Figure 4. The plot
only shows the angle from the normalised radius of 0.3
to the propeller blade tip, as the hub is usually located at
the lower radii.

When inspecting Figure 4, it can be seen that the change
in the apparent angle is 2.3° at a radius of 0.5, 1.2° at a radius
of 0.7, and 0.8° at the radius of 0.9 of the propeller blade.
Based on equation (2), a negative pitch angle change of 0.8°
at the radius of 0.9 between the least loaded and most
loaded position in the periodic load variation scenario would

Table 1: Considered load cases

Operation condition Unloaded Average cruising scenario 8° steering angle scenario

Investigated load cases Unloaded Cruising load Minimum periodic load Maximum periodic load
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counteract the 0.8 change to the apparent angle at this
radius, leaving the change to the angle of attack to be zero
at the explored radius.With no change in the angle of attack,
there should be no change in the lift contribution. This spe-
cific deformation, 0.8° at the radius of 0.9, was set as the
desired deformation when designing the example layup.

2.4 Describing propeller blade deformations

The shape of the radial cross-sections in the propeller
blade models was characterised with foil parameters, as

shown in Figure 5. The foil parameters used are also
listed in Table 2. The foil profiles on the left of Figure 5
are only a sketch to illustrate the measurements taken
and visualise how a propeller foil that deforms from the
original position could look. The right part of the model
shows an example with some arbitrary desirable foil
parameter results. By tracking several cross-sections at
different radii of a propeller blade and by describing
them all with the foil parameters, it was possible to
describe and quantify the propeller blades’ shape.

When the blade is unloaded, the propeller blade’s
shape will be as it was after production. However, when
the blade gets loaded, it deforms, causing the blade’s foil
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Figure 4: Change in the apparent angle in the considered periodic load variation (Figure 3) throughout the radius of the blade. The graph is
based on an equation from a previous study [4].

Figure 5: Illustration of foil parameters in focus. The pitch and change in pitch were the primary deformation characteristics sought. The
chord length is the distance from the tail to the nose of the foil. In the direction perpendicular to the chord line, the thickness (the distance
between the top and bottom face) was measured. The measured distance between the camber line and the chord line in the same direction
was used to calculate the camber. The camber value in the figure was divided by the initial chord line length to get the camber key
performance indicator (KPI), f, as this is the convention at SINTEF Ocean [36].
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parameters to change to describe the loaded blade shape.
Note that under the static load cases considered in this
study, the foil parameters are constant for a given load case.

The change in the foil parameters between the two
loading conditions was used to describe how the blade
deformed. The deformation characteristics were the dis-
placement of the foil profile, the change in pitch, and the
warping of the foil, subdivided into changes in camber,
foil thickness, and chord length, as shown in Figure 5.
The thickness and camber were measured at the midpoint
of the chord line in this study but could have been mea-
sured at any point(s) along the chord line.

3 Finite element analyses (FEA) and
iterative design method

This section describes the FE modelling details, the itera-
tive design method, and the design choices in the mate-
rial layup analysis. The FEA was done with the software
Abaqus 2017 from Dassault Systems. The iterative design

method that generated the propeller blade models was
programmed in the Abaqus compatible Python 2.7.4.

3.1 FE-model

The isolated solid propeller blade shape was modelled as
a hollow shell model with an opening at the bottom (root)
of the propeller blade.

The radial cross-sections of the foils were marked on
the hollow propeller model, as shown in Figure 6. Cross-
sections were measured with 0.05 radial spacing between
0.5 and 0.95 of the normalised propeller radius. Circular
sections were chosen as this is the path the water travels
when the propeller is rotating.

3.2 Loads and boundary condition (BC)

A multi-point constraint (MPC) connected displacements
and rotations along the bottom edge to an Abaqus

Table 2: Tracked foil parameters

Foil parameters Deflection (mm) Pitch (°) Camber Thickness (mm) Chord line length (mm)

Baseline foil shape δ0 = 0 θ0 f0/C0 T0 C0
Loaded foil shape δ1 θ1 f1/C0 T1 C1
Change in shape Δδ Δθ Δf ΔT ΔC

Figure 6: Definition of the profile lines of the propeller blade. Figure from a previous study [5].
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reference point in the centre of rotation, as shown in
Figure 7(a). A BC then fixed the reference point in all
degrees of freedom. Together the MPC and BC fix the
bottom edge of the propeller, neglecting any compliance
or complex mechanisms in the propeller blade-to-hub
connection, leaving only the deformation of the blade
for analysis.

The loads in the two operating scenarios investigated
were applied to the blades as first-order pressure distri-
butions provided by Kongsberg Maritime [38]. The load
case is applied as pressure distributions derived by mod-
elling the propeller cruising forward at a constant speed
and propeller rev, plus an 8° steering of the thruster. the
mapping of pressure distribution onto the propeller is
shown in Figure 7(b).

Due to the complex geometry of the propeller sur-
faces, triangular shell elements were the only viable
option for the mesh. A convergence study was conducted
to establish what mesh characteristics were necessary to
capture the deformation characteristics sufficiently. The
element types STRI65, S3, and S3R were considered.
When doing the convergence study, the shell elements
were assigned the Young’s modulus of brass, 134 GPa. For
the shell element thickness, 5 mm was chosen, modelling
a hollow sheet-metal-like structure. Convergence was
found for all elements smaller than 4mm [4,5]. The S3
and S3R elements showed a 1.5% smaller deformation,
explained by the fact that linear triangular elements
occasionally show some artificial stiffness. 4 mm large
quadratic STRI65 elements were the best choice based

on speed and convergence was selected for the further
FE-models.

3.3 Material layup analysis

Propeller blade models were generated based on indivi-
dual design options, and the deformation in the blade
was described with the foil parameters in Section 2.4.
Some of the material layups in the models were inher-
ently unrealistic as this process was intended to isolate
each design’s deformation contribution. These layup
models were still examined to determine if the design
option would contribute to the desired deformation.
Since the deformations were estimated with linear solu-
tions, the computational cost was low. The low cost
allowed a brute force computational approach with
over 2,000 models being generated, simulated, observed,
and evaluated.

The first of the strategies, local stiffening patches, was
investigated by partitioning the hollow model into sec-
tions, as shown in Figure 8(a) and (b). Then, the sections
were iteratively and systematically stiffened for each par-
tition scheme, creating hundreds of models, as shown in
Figure 9. Apart from the horizontal (a) and the vertical (b)
partition scheme in Figure 8, a 45° and a 135° partition
series were also simulated. In these simulations of local
stiffening patches, the anisotropy of FRP was not consid-
ered, and the stiffening patches were isotropic.

Figure 7: Two Abaqus screenshots. (a) Shows the BC and MPC used in the FE model and (b) shows the pressure distribution mapped on the
propeller blade. Figure from a previous study [4].
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The second strategy, UD-surface plies, was investi-
gated by draping an FRP UD ply at different angle con-
figurations over the propeller blade’s surfaces, as shown
in Figure 10. The UD ply was rotated with 10° increments
in the coordinate system shown in Figure 8(c). With 10°
increments, a total of 17 different models were made for
each side, giving a total of 34 simulations. The material
properties from a UD carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy data-
sheet were used in the simulation [40].

A concise screening criterion was required to evaluate
whether a design option’s calculated responses could be
promising. Two KPIs were chosen, pitch per displacement
(Δθ/δ1) and camber change (Δf). The pitch per displace-
ment was chosen as the main sought-after effect maxi-
mising the bend-twist coupling. Camber is chosen as a
secondary KPI to monitor undesired foil warping. The
parameters of chord line length and foil thickness were

assumed to be best controlled through possible internal
substructures and were not considered.

4 Results

4.1 Systematic, iterative FE analysis

Only some examples are shown here, as thousands of
models with their respective deformation were generated in
the material layup analysis. A plot like the one in Figure 11
was made for each generatedmodel. The simulated foil char-
acteristics are quantified in the four top windows in Figure 11
for normalised radius positions 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. The
windows below show the bending (deflection) and twist as
well as the KPIs, pitch change per deflection and camber.

Figure 8: (a) and (b) A few sectional design series in different local stiffening patch strategies. The coordinate system in (c) is used when
angling UD fibres and woven fabrics.

Figure 9: A sample of the model series with various simulations of local stiffening patches. The green partitions are relatively soft, and the
white ones are relatively stiff. Different stiffness ratios are tested as well.
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The deformations in eachmodel simulating the design
choices in the material layup analysis are compared in the
following plots. In Figures 12 and 13, two plots compare
two design series generated based on each layup strategy.
The desired characteristics for the blade were defined asmuch
twisting (the ones circled in black in the second plot) and little
foil shape change (the ones circled in black in the fourth plot).
The designs circled in red in the fourth plot were decided to
have much pitch change. No exact limit was chosen here, but
comparisons were performed for each investigated series. To
sum up, while several design choices in Figure 12 show the
desired pitch change twisting, they should also show little

negative foil change characteristics to be viable, as foil shape
change affects the hydrodynamics of the blade.

4.2 Example FRP layup

The analysis of local stiffening patches found that both
stiffening towards the leading edge and stiffening certain
other locations improve the KPI pitch per deflection, as
shown in Figure 12. The analysis of different orientations
of UD-surface plies showed that the best pitch per deflec-
tion is obtained for a fibre orientation of 30° on both sides

Figure 10: The UD ply on one side is rotated by 10° increments for each model in the design series, while the UD ply on the other side is kept
in the 0° direction.

Figure 11: Example of simulated deformations calculated by the FE model. Here the layup LM737 from Section 3.2 under maximum load is
shown.
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of the propeller blade, as shown in Figure 13. This indi-
cates that these design choices contribute towards the
desired deformation.

The more realistic example design was made by adding
several UD-surface plies and a local stiffening patch to a
quasi-isotropic base layup. The material properties in the
datasheets for the carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy product
series XPREG from Easy Composites were used in the
example design [40,41]. The local stiffening patch shown
in Figure 14 and the 30° plies were combined with surface
and backing plies for the proposed example layup. A struc-
tural requirement was added as large deflections may cause
strains that initiate failure mechanisms in the FRP material.
The strains should not exceed 1.2%, 80% of the ultimate
strain value for similar carbon fibre prepregmaterials (1.5%)
[42]. (This strain limit is somewhat arbitrarily chosen and
needs to be evaluated in a structural reliability analysis).
The layup is named LM737, and an overview of this layup is
given in Figure 15 and Table 3. For the coordinate system
used, see Figure 8(c). The layup has 15 plies on the suction
side and three extra plies making up the stiffening patch
(yellow part in Figure 14). The yellow patch is referred to as
a mast, as it seems like the blade pivots around an axis

created by this stiffening patch. The pressure side is made
up of 12 plies, plus one extra backing ply towards the
leading edge of the blade.

In Figure 15, the deformation of the FE shell model with
theLM737 layup is compared toasolidmetal (brass)propeller
blade FEmodel and a hollow quasi-isotropic composite pro-
peller blade. In the quasi-isotropic layup, seven 0/90 and
seven±45 backingplieswere used to cover the entire surface
on both sides of the propeller, an overengineered material
layup compared to the proposed propeller bend-twist layup.
The models were simulated with the periodic load case to
determine the periodic pitch change in the blade for the
minimum periodic load and themaximum periodic load.

Figure 15 shows that the solid metal propeller has a
positive pitch change when deforming, opposite to what
is desired. However, the hollow composite shell propeller
has the desired negative pitch change. This entails that
going from a solid structure to a hollow shell structure
already contributes toward bend-twist deformation for
the investigated propeller geometry.

It can be seen in Figures 11 and 15 that the LM737
layup shows little bending deflection and twist close to
the fixed root. Moving to larger radii, the twist per bend

Figure 12: Comparison of blade characteristics of a design series exploring the vertical reinforcements shown in Figure 8(b). The convention
following gives the legend names: First, “vertical strip” to indicate what type of design choice was explored, then the set and number show
the number allocated to the design choice in the design series and the relative stiffening in the patch. The design choices inside both black
circles are desirable due to twisting potential. The ones in the red circle and above are undesirable due to foil warping. When looking at
Figure 8(a) and (b), the set number indication count starts at 0 to the left for the vertical and right for the horizontal.
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increases. The LM737 design shows a pitch change of −0.43°
and −0.81° at the respective radii 0.7 and 0.9 between the
minimum periodic load case and themaximum periodic load
case. The 0.81° change at radius 0.9 counters the variation

here. The FE model calculated that the propeller blade
shows a considerable strain close to the leading edge on
the pressure side when loaded (Figure 16). The strain in this
area is probably due to the double curvature there and due

Figure 13: Comparison of blade characteristics of some designs with changing the orientation of the UD-surface plies, as shown in Figure 10.
The legend names are given by the convention: Job-Rotate, indicating that this is the particular fibre orientation simulation, followed by a
description of which side of the propeller the ply was on (pressure or suction side, or both) and what angles were used. Not all investigated
angles are shown here.

Figure 14: Layup regions in the example blade layup LM737 which exhibits bend-twist characteristics. The pressure side of the blade is to
the right, and the suction side on the left.
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to the area being close to the blade´s centre of pressure. The
structural integrity of the LM732 layup is addressed here by
the maximum 1.2% strain criterion. Under maximum peri-
odic load, the example layup shows a maximum strain of
1.16%, as shown in Figure 16. Note that if the maximum
allowed strain of 1.2% is too high, more local stiffening
patches at the highest strains can rectify the situation.

5 Discussion

5.1 Composite marine propellers

Blades of marine ship propellers work at a pretty high
RPM in a dense medium, so small changes in geometry
become critical for the hydrodynamic performance of the

Figure 15: Comparison of a solid propeller, a 5 mm hollow isotropic brass shell propeller and the LM737 bend-twist layup.

Table 3: Layup for the passive adaptive propeller blade design shown in Figure 14

Regions in Figure 14 FRP layup in Figure 14

1 [0, 30, 75, 30, 30, 75, 30, 30, 75, 30, 30, 75, 30, 75, 30]
2 [0, 30, 75, 30, 30, 75, 30, 0, 30, 0, 30, 75, 30, 30, 75, 30, 75, 30]
3 [60, 0, 60, 0, −30, −30, 0, −30, −30, 0, 90, 0, 60]
4 [60, 0, 0, −30, −30, 0, −30, −30, 0, 90, 0, 60]

CF materials are indicated as follows: italics indicates backing plies, bold indicates UD, and underline indicates surface plies.
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blades. While the load increases by over 60% during the
periodic load case, the change in the apparent angle (and
angle of attack), which causes the load change, is only
around 0.6–2.3°, as shown in Figure 4. The twist defor-
mation in a passive adaptive blade only needs to make
small changes to the pitch to keep α about constant,
minimising load fluctuations.

In the example blade design, the pitch changes due
to the varying deformation in the periodic load variation
and when the propeller goes from unloaded to cruising
load. Therefore, the most efficient shape of the propeller
should be achieved when the propeller is in cruising con-
dition. Traditional metal propellers show negligible defor-
mation, so for them, the unloaded shape and cruising shape
are considered identical. The main advantage of composite
propellers appears under periodic loading conditions, such
as turning the ship,where the loadson thebladesvaryunder
each rotation. For the blade considered here, a 0.8° pitch
change at a radius of 0.9 is sufficient to keep the blade sig-
nificantly better aligned to the changing water flow.

More precisely, the pitch should change along the
radius of the blade. In this study, the positions 0.7 and
0.9 of the total radius of the propeller were in focus. The
0.7 radius was investigated as this radius is essential for

the total load of the blade [36], while the 0.9 radius is
vital for the cavitation and noise produced by the blade
[38]. Commercial propeller designs should address all
these aspects. This study concentrates on achieving the
desired bend-twist performance at the 0.9 radius of the
blade.

5.2 Iterative computational method

The iterative approach was chosen to investigate the
design options systematically. This would include intui-
tive choices and design options one would usually not
consider, like the patch in Figure 14, later referred to as a
mast or flange. The investigated parameters were local
stiffening patches and fibre orientation of unidirectional
plies. The results showed that a mast was a good choice
in the local stiffening patch strategy. Stiffening towards
the leading edge was also a good design choice for a local
stiffening patch. The fibre orientations of 30° on both
surfaces and 60° on the pressure side were good choices
for unidirectional plies, as shown in Figure 13.

The evaluation of these design choices was based on
a set of critical parameters: deflection, pitch, camber,

Figure 16: Strain values in fibre direction in the propeller blade layup under the maximum periodic load. A high strain is seen close to the
leading edge on the pressure side of the propeller blade. The strain is found to be below the set 1.2% max strain criterion.
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chord line length, and foil thickness. This was an excel-
lent way to describe the shape characteristics. Unfortunately,
for some design choices, very meaningless shapes emerged.
The promising solutions could be well described with the
three main parameters, pitch change, bending deflection,
and camber. Good solutions were characterised by having
large negative pitch changewhile changing the camber para-
meter as little as possible.

The simulations in the iterative process were done
with linear FE analysis and a fixed pressure distribution
derived with 1-way FSI. Kumar showed that the deforma-
tion decreases by 15% when considering 2-way FSI com-
pared to 1-way in passive adaptive FRP propellers. This
result indicates that the FEA used in the design method
is sufficiently accurate to identify the deformation con-
tribution from the design choices. Furthermore, the
deformation observed in the models based on the dif-
ferent considered design choices in the design strategies
local stiffening patches and the fibre orientation of the
unidirectional plies clearly showed which choices work
and which ones do not.

5.3 Promising design choices

A stiffing mast spanning from the root to the top of the
blade gave good results when placed slightly towards the
leading edge, as shown in Figure 14. The stiffening mast
reduces the bending deflections and functions as a pivot in
the circumferential direction. Another stiffening strategy is
reinforcing close to the leading edge. By stiffening the
leading edge, the tail of the foil is free to move while the
leading edge is kept in place.

The 30° fibre orientation on unidirectional fibres con-
tributes well towards the desired bend-twist deformation,
an expected result when considering that the bend-twist
coupling in a flat FRP plate maximises at 30° [43]. How-
ever, a more unexpected discovery was that a 60° fibre
orientation on the pressure surface also contributed quite
well towards bend-twist coupling.

5.4 The proposed design

The iterative study was done on the metal propeller geo-
metry, checking simple design concepts. The most pro-
mising design choices were the mast and the 30° fibre
orientation. A more realistic blade layup design based
on the more promising design choices were then made.

These were incorporated into an FRP design with a quasi-
isotropic base layup. Static strength was obtained by
keeping the maximum strain below 1.2%. This strain
value was arbitrarily set, it gives roughly a safety factor
of 1.2 before fibre failure. The example is seen as one
possible solution, not the solution. Safety factors and
long-term behaviour need to be considered in the future
but are outside the scope of this study.

It is clear from Figure 11 that the proposed layup,
LM737, exhibits bend-twist coupling. When comparing
the pitch change achieved in the design to the perceived
change in apparent angle in the second operating sce-
nario (in Figure 4), the achieved pitch angle change is
comparable to the periodic change in apparent angle in
the second scenario. At radius 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, the
change in α is, respectively, reduced by 35.5%, 59%,
and 101%. For all considered load cases (Table 1), the
pitch change at radius 0.9 between unloaded and load
cases was −1.07° for the cruising scenario, −1.14° for the
minimum loaded blade position, and −1.95° for the max-
imum loaded blade position. In addition, the example
design showed a higher twisting coefficient when exposed
to the maximum periodic loading compared to the cruising
and minimum periodic loading cases, implying that the
design exploits the changes in the load characteristics
between the minimum and maximum periodic load
and shows more efficient twisting per deformation under
higher loads [4].

The example design also shows that the secondary
deformation effects, camber, and deflection vary quite a
bit. First, the propeller blade changes shape between
unloaded and cruising scenarios, and then the blade
shape changes again when the thruster is turned for
steering periodically as the blades go through the least
and most loaded position. It is seen in the deformation
mode analysis that during the periodic load condition,
the camber is reduced by 8% at blade radius of 0.9 under
minimum load, which decreases further to a 19% camber
reduction, warping the foil profile. Still, when comparing
the camber for the three investigated loads, the camber
change is roughly between +14% and −14% for all three
investigated load cases in the LM737 layup at all other
radii.

5.5 Comparison and contribution

In Table 4, the blade of Kumar and Wurm [3] was com-
pared to the blade design proposed in this study. The
blade design of Kumar and Wurm is used in this
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publication as it has clearly stated the twist and deflec-
tion, in addition to propeller performance. While it might
seem at first glance that the bend-twist characteristics of
Kumar and Wurm are very similar to this work, the blade
in this study is half the diameter of Kumar and Wurm’s
blade. Longer blades, like wind turbine blades, often
exhibit much larger twists due to their increased length.
The longer length affects the blade-twist effect on twist as
the twisting manifests throughout the blade length when
the propeller bends [18,26,44,45]. The novelty of the pro-
posed design lies in the fact that it achieves nearly iden-
tical twist and bend-twist coefficient values compared to
Kumar and Wurm’s blade design, even though the pro-
posed design has only half the blade length.

Another aspect here is that these two propellers are
made up of entirely different blades, operating in very
different load cases, and that it is still challenging to
extract clear design rules for passive adaptive composite
propellers. The blade in this study is mounted on a
thruster and loaded with approximately 26 kN. The pro-
peller of Kumar and Wurm is intended as a driveshaft
propeller, and the blade load is approximately 2 kN [3].
The difference in loading makes the comparison between
the propellers difficult without a 2-way FSI analysis.

5.6 Other considerations

A surprising discovery is that going from a solid propeller
design to a hollow design already provides some desired
bend-twist coupling. The hollow baseline quasi-isotropic
composite design shows a significant pitch change per
deformation, while the solid design does not show any.
However, since the deformation is minimal, the absolute
change in pitch is minimal.

The FRP layup propeller is quite deformed when
going from unloaded to loaded with cruising (or baseline)
load, but there are more subtle differences between the
three operational load cases. The initial deformation
brings up the idea of a propeller design that considers
this initial deformation when making the unloaded shape
for commercial composite ship propeller designs. As the
propeller also deflects a bit, there is a possibility that the

amount of produced blade lift direction would change,
lessening how much of the blade contribution could be
used. In the investigated case, the blade deflected a max-
imum of 5.5 cm, causing a 5° angle change to the tip,
which with cosine, the thrust should diminish around
1%. Still, if the deflection becomes too much for practical
applications, one could again consider this initial defor-
mation when making the unloaded propeller shape and
deciding on the layup.

It would be interesting to simulate the example design
with 2-way FSI simulations to obtain more accurate defor-
mations and performance characteristics of the design. In
addition, dynamic analysis of the example design should
be done before any practical use, but comparable compo-
site propellers showed modal frequencies to be at least 3–4
times higher than the propeller RPM [25], which is promising.

6 Conclusion

An example of a propeller blade design was made that
mitigates periodic load variations with a bend-twist defor-
mation that causes a load shed-off. The example design
shows a negative pitch change that fully counters the per-
iodic variations in the water flow at the radius of 0.9 in the
propeller blade when modelled with one-way FSI. The
hydrodynamic profile of the propeller blade remains quite
constant, indicating that the blade would keep its hydrody-
namic performance. A computational methodwas developed
to identify which design choices show the desired bend-twist
deformation.

An iterative, systematic FEA-based computational
method was developed to find promising design choices.
The focus was on composite marine propeller blades
without internal structures. The method calculated the
deformations of the blade under given loading conditions,
changing the location of local stiffness and applying dif-
ferent fibre orientations in the surface shells. Thousands of
design choices were tested, focusing on deformation and
ignoring strength.

Characterising the deformations of the propeller blade’s
complicated geometry required identifying a few critical

Table 4: Deformation characteristics of the proposed propeller design compared to Kumar and Wurm’s blade design

Propeller blade models Deflection (mm) Twist (°) Twist per deflection (°/mm)

Radius 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.9
Kumar and Wurm’s design 15 31 47 0.5 1.3 2.3 0.03 0.04 0.05
Proposed design under maximum load 7 27 47 0 0.9 1.9 0 0.03 0.04
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parameters. These were the pitch and the camber (describing
the hydrodynamic foil profile) along the radius of the blade.
These changedwhen the loads deformed the propeller blade.
This change in the critical parameters was examined to
identify design choices that show significant negative
pitch change per deflection and little change to the camber
in the deformation.

The best deformation characteristics were obtained
for a vertical reinforcement line (mast) located roughly
at the middle of the blade and for the fibre orientations of
30° in the laminate surface shells. The mast reduces
radial deflections and functions as a pivot line, and the
30° laminate orientation causes the material bend-twist
coupling. Stiffening the leading edge was also found to
yield the desired deformation.

A realistic example layup was chosen based on the
identified good design choices and considering static
strength. The example had 30° UD plies, a mast, and
backing plies in a quasi-isotropic stacking. Global strains
were limited to 1.2% strain under maximum load. The
reduced pitch between the maximum periodic load and
the minimum periodic load was 0.8° at 0.9 of the total
radius length. The total pitch change in the FRP design at
radius 0.9 was 1.95°, with a deflection of 47.25 mm,
between the unloaded and maximum periodic load case.

In comparison, the solid metal propeller has a very small
pitch change of 0.06° and a deflection of 4.25mm at the max-
imum periodic load case. The pitch changes only due to the
geometric shape, and not due to materiaĺ s characteristics.

This work shows that a typical propeller blade geo-
metry can be made in composites to design bend-twist
characteristics in the blade. However, to fully use the
potential of composite propellers, the entire propeller
blade geometry should be redesigned, taking the initial
deformation of the blade into account.
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